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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT

The developers recently deployed new code to three web servers. A daily automated external device scan report shows
server vulnerabilities that are failing items according to PCI DSS.

If the vulnerability is not valid, the analyst must take the proper steps to get the scan clean.

If the vulnerability is valid, the analyst must remediate the finding.

After reviewing the information provided in the network diagram, select the STEP 2 tab to complete the simulation by
selecting the correct Validation Result and Remediation Action for each server listed using the drop-down options.

INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1: Review the information provided in the network diagram.

STEP 2: Given the scenario, determine which remediation action is required to address the vulnerability.

If at any time you would like to bring back the initial state of the simulation, please click the Reset All button.

Step 1
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Hot Area:

Correct Answer:
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QUESTION 2

A security analyst is writing a shell script to identify IP addresses from the same country. Which of the following
functions would help the analyst achieve the objective? 

A. function w() { info=$(pi" " } 

B. function x() { info=$(geoipl" } 

C. function y() { info=$(dig -x $1 | grep PTR | tail -n 1 ) andand " } 

D. function z() { info=$(tracer""" } 

Correct Answer: B 

The function that would help the analyst identify IP addresses from the same country is: 

function x() { info=$(geoiplookup $" } 

This function takes an IP address as an argument and uses the geoiplookup command to get the geographic location
information associated with the IP address, such as the country name, country code, region, city, or latitude and
longitude. 

The function then prints the IP address and the geographic location information, which can help identify any IP
addresses that belong to the same country. 

 

QUESTION 3

A security analyst is analyzing the following output from the Spider tab of OWASP ZAP after a vulnerability scan was
completed: Which of the following options can the analyst conclude based on the provided output? 

A. The scanning vendor used robots to make the scanning job faster 

B. The scanning job was successfully completed, and no vulnerabilities were detected 

C. The scanning job did not successfully complete due to an out of scope error 

D. The scanner executed a crawl process to discover pages to be assessed 

Correct Answer: D 

The output shows the result of usi"fter a vulnerability scan was completed. The Spider tab allows users to crawl web
applications and discover pages and resources that can be assessed for vulnerabilities. The output shows that the
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scanner 

discovered various pages under different directories, such as /admin/, /blog/, /contact/, etc., as well as some parameters
and forms that can be used for testing inputs and outputs. CompTIA Cybersecurity Analyst (CySA+) Certification Exam 

Objectives (CS0-002), page 9; 

https://www.zaproxy.org/docs/desktop/start/features/spider/ 

 

QUESTION 4

A vulnerability management team is unable to patch all vulnerabilities found during their weekly scans. Using the third-
party scoring system described below, the team patches the most urgent vulnerabilities: 

Additionally, the vulnerability management team feels that the metrics Smear and Channing are less important than the
others, so these will be lower in priority. Which of the following vulnerabilities should be patched first, given the above
third-party scoring system? 

A. InLoud: Cobain: Yes Grohl: No Novo: Yes Smear: Yes Channing: No 

B. TSpirit: Cobain: Yes Grohl: Yes Novo: Yes Smear: No Channing: No 

C. ENameless: Cobain: Yes Grohl: No 

Novo: Yes 

Smear: No 

Channing: No 

D. PBleach: Cobain: Yes Grohl: No Novo: No Smear: No Channing: Yes 

Correct Answer: B 

The vulnerability that should be patched first, given the above third-party scoring system, is: 
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TSpirit: Cobain: Yes Grohl: Yes Novo: Yes Smear: No Channing: No This vulnerability has three out of five metrics
marked as Yes, which indicates a high severity level. The metrics Cobain, Grohl, and Novo are more important than
Smear 

and Channing, according to the vulnerability management team. Therefore, this vulnerability poses a greater risk than
the other vulnerabilities and should be patched first. 

 

QUESTION 5

An analyst receives threat intelligence regarding potential attacks from an actor with seemingly unlimited time and
resources. Which of the following best describes the threat actor attributed to the malicious activity? 

A. Insider threat 

B. Ransomware group 

C. Nation-state 

D. Organized crime 

Correct Answer: C 
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